The Position of Moving Objects

Eagleman and Sejnowski (1) showed that the flash-lag effect (2, 3)—a visual illusion in which two objects physically at the same location appear to be offset because of differing motion trajectories—cannot be explained by latency correction (4) or by differential latencies for flashed and moving objects (5–7). Our work, like theirs, has found that the flash-lag effect is due to the motion of the moving object after the flash, and we too have proposed that the perceived position of flashed and moving objects is based on temporal integration (8–10). We disagree, however, with the statement by Eagleman and Sejnowski that the flash “resets” this integration, and we see no need to “postdict” the perceived offset to the time of stimulus presentation.

To test the temporal-integration hypothesis, we used a stimulus, originally designed by Baldo and Klein (11), that involved seven dots, all of which rotated around the central fixation point. (Fig. 1A). The inner three dots were continuously visible; the outer dots could be made visible or invisible at various times. Turning the dots on for only one videoframe at the start of the rotational movement led to a large flash-lag effect. If the dots were switched on again in a later videoframe (again in perfect physical alignment with the inner dots), the flash-lag was much reduced. Thus, the temporal integration did not stop between flashes, nor did the second flash reset the integration. By varying the number of flashes and the time between them, we were able to show that the temporal integration for this particular stimulus configuration extends over approximately half a second (8–10).

Figure 1B explains our temporal-integration hypothesis. The offset between two objects that is perceived at time \( t \) is given by the average of the difference of the two position signals over a time window \( \Delta \) that precedes the moment of perception. In that time window, the moving object occupies multiple visible positions, but the flashed object is hidden. We suggest that the integration mechanism will, in the absence of an updated position signal, resort to using the last visible position of the flashed object. A temporal integration on the order of half a second quantitatively agrees with the data. Moreover, the model predicts that as more of the motion trajectory of the flashed object becomes visible, less flash-lag should remain, and that is indeed the case (8, 9, 12).

Another prediction of the model is that it should be possible to abolish the flash-lag effect by halting the moving object after the flash or between multiple flashes. We confirmed that prediction for multiple flashes (10), and Eagleman and Sejnowski showed it to hold for single flashes (figure 1 of [1]).

Our work suggests that there is no need to postdict the perceived offset to the time of the flash. The causal chain of events is unambiguous: light hits the retina, neural mechanisms start processing the stimulus, and after some time a decision is reached to answer the question the experimenter asked. The observer need not relate this decision time to the time at which the light from the stimulus hit the retina, which only the experimenter knows. That motion after the flash influences the percept generated by that flash merely shows that visual processing takes time. That should be uncontroversial.
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Eagleman and Sejnowski (1) recently proposed a “postdiction” model of the so-called flash-lag effect, in which a moving object appears spatially to lead a flash, even though both stimuli are actually precisely aligned (2). According to postdiction, the moving object appears ahead of the flash because at each moment the object’s position is estimated by integrating forward in time; the flash resets all the integrals so that only those starting immediately after the flash will produce a position estimate, and the forward average is necessarily in advance of the position of the flash.

Eagleman and Sejnowski suggested that this flash-reset mechanism also explains why a moving object that abruptly appears and starts to move is initially invisible for some distance, a phenomenon known as the Fröhlich effect (3). In the postdiction model, the abrupt onset of a moving object acts as a flash, so the first perceived position of the object, integrated during the following ~80 ms, is again well ahead of the object’s actual first position. Alternative explanations for the flash-lag effect (4–7), by contrast, including our model of differential latencies for flashed and moving objects (3), are unable to account for the Fröhlich effect. Eagleman and Sejnowski conclude that if the flash-lag effect and the Fröhlich effect are caused by the same mechanism, and our differential-latency model fails to explain the Fröhlich effect, then our model must also be rejected as an explanation of the flash-lag phenomenon (1).

A closer examination, however, shows that postdiction explains neither the flash-lag effect nor the Fröhlich effect, and that our differential-latency model remains a viable account of the flash-lag phenomenon. According to postdiction, the flash resets all the ongoing motion integrals. That should render any nearby moving object invisible for the 80 ms before the flash’s appearance, as occurs at the onset of motion in the Fröhlich effect. Thus, a series of flashes, each of them aligned with a moving object (within ~80 ms of each
the case. The cue overrode the initial invisibility of the moving object and, thus, effectively abolished the Fröhlich effect; yet, regardless of whether the cue was presented, an adjacent flash (15 ms) aligned with the motion initiation appeared to lag behind the moving object, and the flash-lag effect remained (red symbols in Fig. 1B).

Our results show that the Fröhlich effect—the delayed onset of visibility of a target set abruptly in motion—is not a flash-lag effect. When Eagleman and Sejnowski claimed, in their third experiment, to have disproved the differential-latency model, they based their claim on the onset of visibility, that is, on the Fröhlich effect. That is not a test of our model. Our results with the stationary cue are consistent with previous suggestions that the Fröhlich effect involves attention and possibly metacognitive masking (8).

Postdiction thus is unable to account for the flash-lag and Fröhlich effects, because the two phenomena are actually caused by distinct mechanisms. Our differential latency model (5) remains a viable explanation of flash-lag data.
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**Response:** Both the comment of Krekelberg and Lappe and that of Whitney and Cavanagh question our interpretation of the flash-lag effect and propose different explanatory models. However, both their results (1–5) and ours (6) can be explained within the postdictive framework we have proposed.

Specifically, the authors of both comments disagree with our hypothesis that the flash resets motion integration (i.e., previously collected information). We assume that the visual system has an internal model of external visual stimuli and that this internal model is compared continuously with new external measurements (7). If an unpredicted transient (such as a flash) occurs, it may be advantageous to temporarily devalue the internal model and to rely more heavily on subsequent measurements. This need not be an all-or-none switch, however, as the authors of the comments apparently assume. Instead, the amount of information discarded will likely be graded and will depend on the salience of the transient stimulus: The greater the surprise, the less the internal model is relied upon. We hypothesize further that visual awareness requires a match between the internal model and external measurements, which is disrupted by the transient stimulus.

In the flash-lag effect, the internal model of the moving object is strongly discounted (i.e., reset) by the flash, and a new internal model of the moving stimulus is generated de novo; this situation yields the Fröhlich effect. Whitney and Cavanagh argue that the flash-lag effect is not an expression of the Fröhlich effect. In the experiments that they report to establish that argument, however, more than one parameter was changed between conditions. In one condition (stationary cue, no flash), the brief offset of the cue was only moderately salient, and thus the illusory displacement that followed was small. The other three conditions, by contrast, contained a flash, or the sudden, unpredicted onset of the square, or both; under those conditions, the salience of the stimulus was higher and the illusory displacement was larger, as we would predict. The experiments of Whitney and Cavanagh thus do not rule out the relationship between the flash-lag effect and the Fröhlich effect, but rather serve to illustrate
our hypothesis that differentially salient stimuli will engender differential amounts of perceived displacement.

As a further test of our hypothesis, we replicated the multiple-flash experiment of Krekelberg and Lappe (3, 5), but with a new condition: Instead of the outer dots flashing periodically and predictably, on half the trials the outer dots were flashed at unpredictable times but at the same average rate. The degree of perceived displacement in the unpredictable case was approximately twice as large (Fig. 1). Our interpretation is that the internal model is less able to predict the next appearance of the flash for the aperiodic stimuli, and as a consequence suffers more devaluation due to surprise. The Krekelberg and Lappe model does not predict these results because it does not take into account the salience of a signal, but only its positional difference within a fixed temporal window.

A detailed discussion of the possible neural mechanisms underlying the flash-lag effect is beyond the scope of this discussion. Ultimately, however, the difference between our explanation and those of the comment authors is that, whereas they propose purely “feed-forward” models, our framework requires feedback, an important architectural feature of the cerebral cortex. The term “postdiction” captures this simple but crucial idea. Additional support for postdiction is seen in well-established phenomena such as backward masking and apparent motion, and our hypothesis has found support in recent experiments (8, 9).
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